
Tim Howlett 
Calgary AB   T3C0T1        Aug. 22, 2018 
 
 
A recent wait of 56 minutes from the arrival time posted on the luggage carousel at 
YYZ and the posted time my bag appeared on the carousel prompts this submission.  
My flight was from Lima.  
 
Lengthy baggage waits have occurred to me regularly over the years.  Never with  
any communication as to how long the wait would be. Flying domestically with one  
of the two largest Canadian airlines, I learned that heading directly to the car rental 
counter, signing, getting the keys, locating the car, and depositing my carry on was a 
good use of some of the wait time. I could not do that with the other large Canadian 
carrier.  They were notably quicker at getting the bags out.   
 
Inconsistent baggage wait times make it hard to plan.  Unreasonable baggage wait 
times  are an unpublished flight delay of sorts.  Travel time cost includes the time to 
collect checked baggage.   
 
The time cost for collecting bags is fairly  easy to collect, sort, and publish. It should 
be done at all of the larger airports.  It is a simple matter of  recording and posting 
first and last bag times onto the carousel in one minute increments.  
 
I think it would be for the airports to collect the information.  That should insure the 
same reporting standards applied to all the qualified user airlines.  They could 
recover their costs through fees. Perhaps Statscan could assist, aggregate, and 
publish.  There are websites like Flightaware and Flightstats that would likely be 
interested in acquiring the information.  
 
Consumers should have the right to know their expected time costs where 
reasonable.  Time cost differences can be the determining factor in choice. 
 
I also suggest, Billy Bishop Airport be included in the airports providing this 
information.  Let any differences between it and Pearson be known.  
 
A prospective passenger’s  relevant knowledge and information goes directly to Air 
Passenger Protection.  An easy opportunity to enhance it should not be missed.  
 
I would prefer any communication be by return email.  
 
Thank You. 
 
 
Tim Howlett 
 


